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Pressure broadening of the J = 5/2 - 3/2 rotation.!1 transition of 011 X :!nJ '2 11.1S been in' estigated. Line broadenin!t pa
mmeters for collisional rel.!.'l1tion of 011 by He. Ar :md :-:02 are: aOIl.X = 1.77 ± 0.06. 3.9~ '" 0.03. 3.08 ± 0.07 \IIILrrorr.

l. Introduction

The hydroxyl radical plays an important role in
atmospheric chemistry and its presence in the inter
stellar medium has been known for many years. Al
though widely studied by high-resolution spectroscopy
in the laboratory and by radioastronomy detailed
knowledge of linewidths and line-broadening par:un
eters ofmicrowave and infmred transitions is relatively
sparse; most measurements refer only to specific pres
sures.

We report here measurement of the collision-in
duced broadening of the J =5/2 - 3/2 (2113/2) transi
tion in OH v = 0 at 118.6 pm over a ten-fold pressure
range using far-infrared laser magnetic resonance
(LMR) spectroscopy. This technique is well suited for
studying the pressure dependence of linewidths be
cause its inherent sensitivity permits investigations
over a wide pressure range_ In addition the dominant
contribution to the Iinewidth of the transition changes
from Doppler to collisional broadening between I and
IaTorr and this effect can be dearly detected and in
vestigated. Pre\'ious microwave studies [I.2] on pres
sure broadening were limited to the F:: 4 .,.. 4 and 5
- 5 transitions within theJ =7/2 or J:: 9/'2. 2113/ 2
levels using NO., and U,O as broadening gases at pres
sures between fa and 60 mTorr.

2. E....perimental

The U.IR spectrometer has been described in detail
else\\here [3.4]. The signals were detected using a
Golay cell or liquid-helium cooled bolometer and dis
played in first-derivative foml following phase-sensithe
detection. The magnetic field was modulated with a
sinusoidal \\avefonn usu.l1ly at 35 Hz applied through
coils mounted on the magnet pole faces. The magnetic
field was calibrated (±O.5 G) \\ith an N:\IR gdU$Smeter.

OH radicals were produced b:r d 2450 i\IHz dis
charge in water vapour or by the reaction of H atoms
with N02 • Using either source the partial pressure of
the source gases was always < 0.1 Torl. For KO.,
broadening studies hydrogen atoms were produc-ed in
:! Torr helium to prevent back diffusion of i':O., into
the microwave discharge. Pressures of added N02 were
less than 3 Torr and under these conditions the
anIount ofN2 04- present was negligible. He and Ar
(99.<)%) \\ere dried over silica gel and H"') WolS remo"ed
by passage over copper o:\.ide at T!..5 K. N02 was sup
plied at 99.5% purity and residual NO remo\'ed by .td
dition of e:o..cess 0., followed by trapping and distilla·
tion. Pressures in tile intmcavity LMR sample cell were
me.lSured by an oilmaIlometer (accuracy zO.1 Torr)
and/or a capacitance gauge (=0.05 Torr).

In LMR several factors other than Doppler and col
Iision:J1 broadening can contribute to experiment.u
lincwidths. namely power satumtion. time-constant
distortion, modulation broadening and Ololgnetic-field
inhomogeneity. The effect of changing these param-



n~. I. c;"perintent3l !Ine sltape of lite L'-tR transition at
13610 G and the tit of the Voigt profile to it (e). Pressure of
He 1.6 Torr:detcl.tor time const.mt 30 ms. 100 G sweep in
5 min "ith field modulation of 0.5 G.

eters was carefully investigated and final results \\ere
obtained only after they had been eliminated or as
sessed quantitatively. Typical scans were 100 Gin 5
min using a modulation amplitude of 0.5 G ""ith a 30
ms time constant. The trace was then digitised into
about 40 data points and le3St-squares fitted to a
Voigt prolde [5.6] which yielded the collision-induced
component of the linewidth (full width at haIfmaxi
mum.I1~Hl/2)'TIle calculated Doppler width of7.6
l\lHz was assumed ill the fit and converted to field
units using tIre g-f.1.ctors measured by EPR [7] . At low
pressuJes the nuclear hyperfine splitting was almost
fully resolved and the least-squares routine accurately
fitted the experimental line shape of the h} perlme
doublet to yield the hyperlme splitting. However. un·
der experimental conditions where the lines were only
p.utialIy resolved. time constants of< 1/60th the bne
width were necessary to remove distortion.
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3. Results

-I. Discussion

There have been no previous measurements of the
line broadening parameters of rotational transitions of

tal uncertainty which is < I % of the hyperIme split
ting.
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fIg 2. V.marion of Voigt full '''idth at h31f intensity valll12•

as .1 function of ar~on pressure. Data points .Ire.l combination
of both tr:m!>ilion~.

The two transitions st'jdied \\ere:

2U3/ZIJ.MJ • ±)

(
512. -1/2(-) ~3/2, -3/2(+). 8420 G

5/2. 1/2(-)+-3/2.-1/2(+). 13610G

Fig. 1 shows a typical experimental trace dod the
fit of the Voigt profile to it. All profIles fitted to bet
ter than 3% R.l\lS of the peak-to-pedk height. The v:tria
tion ofu~Hl/2with pressure of added argon is shown
in fig. 2 (combination of data of both lines). .:\ non
zero intercept of 3_0 G W:lS obtained fur the data from

. the 13610 G line. This was attributed to magnetic
field inhomogeneity over the finite sample volume de
fined by the region of field modul.ttion.

The pressure-broadening parameters uOH.X were
identical within e~perime(1talerror for both lines and
with either source of Oil, and are listed in tdble 1 \\1th
"alues obtained by other ,,\ orkers.

The measured hyperfine splittings and those c..ucl.
lated from published hyperfine constants PI for J
=3/2 and 5/'!. OIl X 2[(3/2 are listed in table ::. Good
agreement is obtained for the low-fiehlline but the de
viation ofexperimental and theoretical v.rlues for the
13610 G transition cannot be attributed to experimen-



Table 1
Line broadening parameter aOH.X (MRz Ton-1) for rela..",tie)R of 011 X 2n3 J:!

Foreign
gas

this"ork a)
miero\\ave (J ,. 9/2)
micro\\ave (J = 7{2)

reL (2)
ref. (I)

He

1.77 -= 0.06

Ar

3.94:!: 0.03

NO~

3.08 ± 0.01
3.t : O.-l

C3.6}

a) Uncertain ties quoted arc t\\ 0 standard deViations for the L \1R results.

Table 2
:Ueasured and calculated L\tR bypcrfinc splittings

OH. Nevertheless our results are worth comparing with
micro""ave measurements on individual rotationallev~
els (hyperf"me A doubling transitions). Our value of
00H.X for X == N02 is identical with that for J = 9/2
obtained by Bustreel et al. [2} and both results are
similar to the microwave measurement [I} forJ= 7/2.
although in the latter study the nature of the collision
al gas is not specifically stated. Although the micro
wave measurements were made at considerably lower
pressure than the L\IR measurements. tlle combined
data suggest that for rela.xation by NO! there is no
detectable dependence of0on.x on rotational quan
tum number.

Microwave line-broadening parameters for rel.l."(3.
tion of OH by He and Ar have not been reported. The
LMR results in table 1 for rela.xation by He and Ar
yield aOH.Hc = 12.3 ft.'! and 00H,Ar = 5::?5 A.2 assum
ing a h.lTd-sphere collision model. There are very few
data in the literature on the relaxation of other hy
drides by these gases but the values ofaOH.X for He

and Ar are reasonable compared with the correspond
ing values for HCL Working at much higher total pres
sures Gebbie and Stone [8] found a strong depen
dence ofQHCI. X on rotational quantum number at low
J for HCI. Ar. From their data on the far infrared rota
tional spectrum o(J =0 -+ 1) =4.72 MHz/Torr and a(J

El} perr-me splitting (G)Line
position (G)

s·uo
13610

mC3Surcd

24.2:!: 0.3
17.2 :!: 0.3

calculated

24.1 :!: 0.1
16.-l:!: 0.1

== I ~ :!) == 2.94 ~lHz/Torrfor Ar. and a(J == 0 ->. I)
= 1.70 MHz/Torr for He. TIlese results yield Quel.-\'r

= 80 1\.2 and (rUCI.Hc: == 12.5 .1\.2. and 0f[CI.Ar/oHCl,lIc
== 2.8 for the lowest rotational transition, compared
Witll 00H.Ar/oOH.J{c =2.2.

Although microwave and L\lR measurements yield
similar infomlation on rotational relnation the fonner
is restricted to pressures below I Torr: this introduces
experimental difficulties partiCUlarly with regard to tlte
nature of tlle collisional gas. The problem of self broad
ening or broadening by reactants and products is essen
tially absent in LMR where it is possible to employ par
tial pressures of collision partners up to 30 Torr [91.
At tllese pressures only pair interactions are signific-.utt
which is an important advantage over the high pres
sures needed for techniques where the Doppler or ob
served width is greater for the unbroadened line. When
combined with the large range of rotationa11evels that
can be investigated by using different laser lines it ap
peaxs that LMR is a promising technique for further
studies of collisional broadening.
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